
WHAT WE DO

Investing in ground-based solar PV and battery storage assets,

to deliver attractive, sustainable dividends for the future of our planet

STEP

03

We sell any surplus electricty is 
sold to  solar installsfund more

Investments in assets which are, when acquired, still under 

construction will be limited to 25% of the GAV of the 

Company and subsidiaries, calculated at the time of 

investment. Investments outside the US will be limited to 

25% of the GAV of the Company and subsidiaries, calculated 

at the time of investment.

STEP

02
We use this money to 

 for 
members of the public

buy and 
install solar systems

The Company pursues its investment objective by acquiring 

ground-based, operational solar power plants. The Company 

is also permitted to invest in utility scale battery storage 

systems up to a limit of 10% of the GAV of the Company, 

calculated at the time of investment.

STEP

01

Individuals  to 
offset their carbon footprint

pledge money

The Solar Fund Limited’s objective is to provide investors 

with a sustainable and progressive quarterly dividend 

underpinned by investments in a geographically diverse 

portfolio of assets.

We are a registered investment funded 
by donations that provide solar energy 
systems to members of the public

to further our mission of preventing 
climate change and deliver dividends.

OFFSET YOUR


CARBON 
FOOTPRINT

CALCULATE YOUR IMPACT

$2,5 $10$5

Or calculate and donate other amount

DONATE

1250mile

800mile

500 lbs

CO2

500 lbs

CO2

donation equal to:

IMPACT          ABOUT          CONTACTS DONATEAPPLY FOR FUNDING$ USD

IMPACT          ABOUT          CONTACTS DONATE

APPLY FOR FUNDING
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Providing renewable

energy for all

Advancing the transition 
to renewable energy

Offsetting carbon 
footprint of individuals

CALCULATE YOUR IMPACT

$ ENTER YOUR AMOUNT

A monthly donation of 

DONATE THIS AMOUNT

200   lbs of carbon saved. Which would be the amount absorbed by   176   trees,

     saving   150   number of flight hours or    200   number of miles driven in a car.


